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Abstract. We present extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations investigating
numerous candidate crystal structures for hydrogen in conditions around the present
experimental frontier (400GPa). Spontaneous phase transitions in the simulations reveal a new
structure candidate comprising twofold coordinated chains of hydrogen atoms. We explain the
electronic structure of this phase in terms of a charge density wave and calculate its experimental
signature. In detailed tests of the accuracy of our calculation, we find that k-point sampling is
far more important in MD than in static calculations, because of the freedom it give the atoms
to rearrange themselves optimally for the given sampling.
1. Introduction
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Figure 1. (A) Transformation of I41/amd into
chains wrapping through periodic boundaries. (B) MD
snapshots showing the charge density iso-surface (top)
and the ELF [1] (bottom) associated with Chains. (C)
Cell volume and total energy upon heating at 400GPa
(SM). Shaded in red is the region where Chains appears.
Hydrogen is typically located atop
group 1A in the periodic table,
and while the H2 molecule has no
analogue among the alkali metals,
one might expect similarities to
appear if a non-molecular phase is
obtained at extreme conditions.
At pressures where the binding en-
ergy is close to zero, the structure is
held together by the external pres-
sure rather than chemical bonding.
For the alkali metals in this pressure
range, complex phases are observed
in which the electronic structure can
be assigned to two classes. The rela-
tively simple electride structures in-
volve the electron being located in
the interstices between atoms playing
the role of pseudo-anion [2, 3, 4, 5].
Alternately, the atoms arrange them-
selves so as to perturb a free electron
gas into a charge-density wave, open-
ing a gap (or pseudogap) at the Fermi
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surface - the signature here being a clustering of diffraction peaks at 2kF [6, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
Static experiments using diamond anvil cells are now reaching equivalent pressures in
hydrogen, where the work done in compression is greater than the chemical binding energy.
Measurements at these pressures are restricted to spectroscopy and conductivity, so density
functional calculations are used to determine the structure. Despite the wide variety of methods
used, including different treatment of the quantised nuclear motion and different approaches
to the exchange-correlation functional, the same set of candidate structures invariably appears,
albeit with considerable variation in the stability range. Furthermore, more accurate theoretical
treatments invariably come at high computational cost, so at elevated temperature enhanced
finite sampling errors can eliminate theoretical improvements.
At present there is no good consensus about the best trade-off: typical calculations have
errors of up to 100GPa and a few hundred Kelvin. Thus the practical role of calculations is to
propose candidate structures for test against experiment.
2. Calculations
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Figure 2. The left panels show RDFs and ADFs (insets)
for Chains and Cmca− 4 calculated from both MD and
PIMD at 400GPa and temperatures as labeled. Shaded
is the integrated area under the first peak of RDF which
gives the coordination number. The right panels depict
the corresponding MSD calculated as total displacement
(3D), displacement along chains (1D) and between chains
(2D); normalised according to dimensionality.
For analysis we use the radial distri-
bution function (RDF), angular dis-
tribution function (ADF), projected
mean square displacement (MSD),
phonon and vibrational mode pro-
jection; details of which are given
in the SM. In addition we calculate
average electron density of states
(DoS) and average XRD patterns,
all explained in SM.
3. Results and discussions
We performed 17 short MD simula-
tions starting with different struc-
tures found using static structure
searches[12, 13, 14]. Simulations
starting in molecular phases re-
tained molecular character, but all
high-symmetry structures are unsta-
ble and immediately undergo total
reconstruction at finite temperature.
Surprisingly, they adopt rather sim-
ilar structures with twofold coor-
dinated chains of hydrogen thread-
ing through the simulation box,
subject to the constraints of peri-
odic boundary conditions (Figure 1).
This Chains structure, has on aver-
age 2D hexagonal symmetry in the
plane perpendicular to the chains,
while being essentially a collection
of charge tubes containing diffusive
hydrogen nuclei in the chain direction. Similar structures have been identified before in
structure searches as transition states between the molecular and atomic phases[14] and
probably the same structure was reported in previous PIMD simulations[15, 16]. Its ubiq-
uity marks it out as a candidate high temperature structure worthy of further study.
In addition to these short runs, we performed two long MD simulations using a 2x2x2 k-point grid
at 400GPa, starting in I41/amd (atomic) and Cmca− 4 (molecular) and slowly heated (Figure
1). Using PBE exchange-correlation, the I41/amd spontaneously transformed into Chains at
around 450K which remained stable until melting occurred at 620K. Although, Chains is clearly
more thermodynamically stable than I41/amd, compared to Cmca−4, which remains molecular
until melting, Chains has higher energy, but also lower volume and probably higher entropy
owing to large diffusion (Figure 2).
Figure 3. The figure shows in red the density of
electronic states (DoS) from multiple snapshots in the
MD/PIMD at 300K and from static relaxations (middle
panels) for comparison. The pressure is different for
each phase candidate: mol. hcp (50GPa), Pc (275GPa),
Cmca− 4, I41− amd and Chains (all at 400GPa). Blue
lines are the analytic DoS for a free electron gas at the
same density. Shaded regions depict the occupied states.
In solid black we show the simulated XRD powder pattern
(calculated with GDIS [17]) averaged over the MD/PIMD
snapshots. Only the relative intensities are meaningful,
and the peak positions are plotted in units of energy of a
free electron with equivalent wavelength. The insets show
the length scale corresponding to the most intense peak.
Figure 1 also shows that the liq-
uid is denser than any candidate
solid structure at 400GPa, confirm-
ing the negative slope of the melt-
ing curve [18]. Cmca− 4 would give
a much steeper slope than Chains,
which could be measured experi-
mentally. Using LDA exchange-
correlation, both phases melt at
lower temperatures, indicating that
choice of exchange-correlation func-
tional can change melting tempera-
tures by around 100K (correspond-
ing to about 10meV).
We find that diffusion in the
Chains structure is significantly
higher than in the competing molec-
ular metallic phases (Figure 2).
Studying the atomic trajectories in
detail we identify 3 main mecha-
nisms; in order of importance: a)
chains sliding ”freely” along their
length (included in MSD-1D), b)
atoms migrating to neighbour chains
(MSD-2D) and c) atoms swapping
position within the chain (included
in MSD-1D), sometimes by forming
a short-lived rotating molecule. The
diffusive nature of Chains makes
it a higher entropy structure which
might stabilize it over Cmca − 4
at higher temperature. For both
Chains and Cmca − 4 the effect of
quantum protons (PIMD) on MSD,
RDF and ADF is similar to increas-
ing the temperature by about 100K
in classical MD. The RDF confirms
that Chains has coordination num-
ber 2 with a peak at 0.9 A, meaning the molecules are no longer well defined. We notice in the
ADF a well defined peak at 90◦ which means that the pseudo-molecules are pointing towards
one-another. Cmca−4 can be viewed as a similar structure, but with the chains broken into well
defined molecules, oriented at angles with respect to the chain direction. We can say Chains is
a high entropy version of Cmca− 4.
Figure 3 shows the electronic density of states (DoS) taken from individual snapshots
of MD. DoS is extremely well fitted by a free-electron gas model, with a pronounced
dip at the Fermi energy. To open a pseudogap at the Fermi surface of a free electron
gas it is necessary to have an arrangement of atoms which will strongly scatter electrons
at kF . Such an arrangement will also strongly scatter X-rays at q = 2kF . In figure
3 we relate the X-ray scattering vector to an equivalent energy using Eq = ~2q2/8m.
We have used GDIS software[17] to plot the simulated X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD)
implied by our simulations. It can be seen that the Chains structure self-organizes in
such a way that a large number of symmetry-unrelated peaks are co-located at Eq . Ef .
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Figure 4. (A) Fourier transformed projection of the
MD velocities onto molecular stretches [19, 20, 21] for
the candidates of phases I, IV and beyond. (B) Phonon
density of states (PDoS) extracted from VACF together
with projections onto the most symmetric modes of
the Chains (also depicted in the insets), all extracted
from MD trajectories. (C) PDoS calculated from MD
(300K) and LD (0K) for Cmca − 4 and I41/amd. (D)
illustrates how the the most symmetric modes emerge as
the eigenvector is rotated from 0◦ to 90◦ .
This is identical to the situation in
the alkali metals, in particular for
the incommensurate phases[22, 11]
which typically have chains of atoms
in a “host” framework. It is thus
clear that our Chains structure can
be interpreted as a Fermi-surface
perturbation from a free electron
gas. This nearly-free electron pic-
ture, stabilization by a charge den-
sity wave, appears to be valid
for other candidate hydrogen struc-
tures. In the case of Phase-IV can-
didate, Pc, the charge density wave
creates a layered structure (insets
to figure 3) which can accommo-
date molecules and hexamers. This
could explain the preferences of most
structure candidates in the pressure
range close to metalization to ar-
range in layers or polymers. It
is peculiar that even at 50GPa,
the molecular structure mol.hcp. ap-
pears to have a nearly free electron
DoS. This might be a side effect of
the plane wave approximation em-
ployed in DFT.
In figure 4 we show our full
phonon spectrum (PDOS), calcu-
lated from the fourier transform of
the velocity autocorrelation function
for Cmca− 4 and Chains and from
lattice dynamics (LD) for Cmca− 4
and I41/amd. The spectra obtained
for Cmca − 4 at 0K and 300K are
consistent suggesting the phonons are harmonic. While I41/amd presents three distinct bands
in the PDOS at 0K, the Chains structure has only one broad band of frequencies with no gap.
Because Chains is metalic and only stable in MD, there is no way to identify the Raman
modes, we can only impose restrictions based on symmetry. We therefore calculate the
frequencies for the most symmetric phonon modes, involving oscillations of chains, by projecting
the MD velocities onto those motions, and taking the FT of the resulting trajectory (see SM for
details). There are three main modes involving chain oscillations in the 3 Cartesian directions
as depicted in figure 4. We also demonstrate that our method correctly picks up the eigen-
frequencies by investigating the spectrum with respect to different projection vectors.
Since the Chains have no molecular modes, so there are no vibronic modes above 3000cm−1 in
the PDOS. The highest frequency modes in the calculation are around 2500cm−1, which comprise
atoms vibrating within a chain. Occasionally, we do see interatomic distances comparable with
the free molecule, but these are short lived. Chains is a natural continuation of the molecular
phases on the path to dissociation, as illustrated by the vibrational modes (Figure 4) given by
the different structure candidates in order of increasing pressure.
4. Simulation shortcomings
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Figure 5. (A) Single point calculations of energy
convergence with k-point sampling for Chains and
I41/amd. (B) Heating at 400GPa with increased
k-points (4x4x4), starting from snapshots of (2x2x2)
MD runs (Figure 1). The colors code the different
structures: Cmca− 4 (green), Chains (blue), Pc/Ibam
(brown), liquid (purple). (C) Transitions from Chains
to Pc/Ibam through snapshots from previous MD runs.
(D) MSD of MD simulations started in I41/amd and
Cmca− 4, at 400GPa and 500K with 2x2x2 k-points.
The solid phases of hydrogen dis-
covered so far at room temperature
are stabilised by entropy, therefore
MD simulations are crucial for un-
derstanding the properties of possible
candidates. These calculations are
expensive, however, and we need to
consider trade-offs.
A large size of the cell is impor-
tant to reduce finite size effects, a
lengthy run is needed for equilibra-
tion and good sampling of the energy
surface. At the same time, a reason-
ably small time step is required to
capture the hydrogen molecular vi-
brations. In addition, for PIMD runs,
a large number of beads is necessary
to sample the quantum wave func-
tion of the nuclei. These are all sup-
plementary to the actual DFT set-
tings that mainly include the choice
of functional, electronic energy cut-
off and k-point sampling. The accu-
racy of the PBE functional for hy-
drogen has vastly been disputed in
the literature, however, we emphasize
that in the case of MD using PBE is a
reasonable trade-off to minimize the
other more important shortcomings.
We draw attention here to yet another convergence issue that has not been fully investigated
before. It is common practice to run large MD calculations with small k-point sets, as appropriate
for the large cell size. In MD runs with a single k-point, we noticed that nuclei can rearrange in
real space such that the energy of the electrons is minimized at Γ, but not at unsampled points
in the zone. We demonstrate the effect using calculations (shown in Figure 5A) on snapshots
taken from our previously discussed MD heating runs (Figure 1) comparing the pre-transition
I41/amd structure with the post-transition Chains. We see that using Γ-point only sampling,
I41/amd has the lowest energy, whereas in the actual simulation, using a 2x2x2 grid, Chains
is lower. For higher K-point sampling, the Chains snapshots are still lower in energy than
I41/amd, but by a smaller amount. This suggests that although the Chains configuration may
be optimised to match the k-point grid, it is still a valid candidate structure. Previous MD
calculations have, at best, investigated k-point convergence with respect to static structures and
often details of k-points are not even quoted. The 20meV uncertainty suggests that k-point
sampling, rather than functional or quantum-proton effects, may be the dominant source of
error in previous MD calculations.
Figure 5 also compares the previous MD runs (Figure 1) with a subsequent MD heating
simulation with a denser MP grid, in which I41/amd melts at 450K and Chains transforms to
a Pc/Ibam type structure. In constant pressure and temperature simulations at 400GPa and
500K, I41/amd melts whereas Cmca − 4 is stable. This new results suggest that the stability
ranking at these conditions is: Cmca − 4, Pc/Ibam, Chains, I41/amd. Of course, we must
study all competitive candidates, leaving the experiment to decide.
5. Conclusions
We have found and investigated a candidate structure for high-temperature solid hydrogen
under pressure. The polymeric Chains structure has twofold coordinated hydrogen atom, and
is stabilized by a charge density wave similar to the incommensurate structures in the simple
metals. In experiment, it would be characterized by the disappearance of high frequency vibronic
peak. Up to 400GPa, Chains is clearly more stable than any network atomic structure, but its
stability relative to molecular structures such as Cmca− 4 cannot be reliably determined using
our methods.
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